
The book was open, with its double

shook  /  soot  /  look

It has no boots, is bare-

foot

leaf-rhyme  /  tree-line

oh and show how

a squirrel ate yellow !owers in the BAM-

BOO!
stand on Blake Street,

Berkeley

between house & fence

"



That the plant may leaf

out into lea!ng -- perhaps -- imprinted I heard

this pattern before

J U S T  L O O K

How many birds

in the eaves of  a roof   /  if  all the avenues in Avignon

were bridged by bridges then the song

could lengthen also

could be the sun

striking the ear -- JUST SO

the blank rabbit in the green !eld

Half  the shoe

was stu"ed with grass

why anyone are #own

$



The body be golden okay

plant onions to !ower or wild grow

silent in face of  it:  fact

upon fact

What the yellow swallowtail eats has the wrong name:

prickly ash, neither prickly

nor ash, yet try

to posit as turning

the river the swimmer can

daylight, can current, can merge

in stead a form

Later the jewelweed goes in a bowl, turns in water

into its name -- gleams --

do not describe

How change it some

is synonym for love

"



How if  it

served for chair for table & for bed

repair the ocean & the swath

!



But winter now and less repeats, in winter time of  all the world

Was I said Clare a ball of  grass  /  and what he meant by double tree  /  

I saw the river

through my window once the leaves fell

& underneath was knowledge we did not dig up the lilies by the cat’s fake

grave

The lilies will die with the freeze  /  Ping the wild rabbit

eats at the cabbage seed  /  I write from town  --  

the wild rabbit is a town rabbit

for in the winter I live in town

& my own shadow all my company is not the case

& lone & see the shooting stars appear

said Clare; I also

picked currants in July

Next morning plus two my father died

Forever there is nothing to say

!


